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Affirmative action fails, says rights chairman
By CINDY RAUCKHORST
Senior Staff Reporter

The chairman of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights told Notre Dame students yesterday that affirmative action, as interpreted by today's government officials, actually is in the way of equal opportunity.

"What was originally planned as a way to 'legislate' fairness has come to be a race, gender, and ethnic origin spoils system," Chairman Clarence Pendleton said.

According to Pendleton, 55, the affirmative action program began in 1965 with "the best of intentions" but later "went sour" when presidential administrations defined it in numerical terms such as 'goals' and quotas.

"It was intended that these laws and court decisions would create a level playing field. Not one that fills for the benefit of some once the game is under way. That is just what has happened over the last 15 years," Pendleton said.

Pendleton said he disagreed with the many blacks today who think the government should place blacks before other groups in preferential treatment because of past discrimination.

"That is where I part company with some of my people," he said. "I believe that all was correct or that the granting of equal status, equal

Alumni Association
sets weekend events
Special to the Observer

The Notre Dame Alumni Association is gearing up for the third home football weekend. The Association has prepared a list of events scheduled for the weekend.

TOMORROW:
9 a.m.: Band Rehearsal outside Washington Hall.
7 p.m.: Pep Rally at Stepan Center.
COLOR provided by Anheuser-Busch, Inc. The Observer/Jim Carroll.

By CHRIS BEDNARSKI
Assistant News Editor

The people of Chile experienced "the feeling of being up on a roller coaster and then coming crashing down," he said, noting the economy in Chile fell to disastrous depths in the past decade, especially in the past five years.

"Inflation rose to unbelievable heights ... questionable loans were built upon questionable loans," he said.

Barnes said that although the current economic situation in Chile has improved almost to its 1970 status, the improvement is mostly superficial because Chile bears an external debt of $20 billion as well as a significant internal debt.

The continued presence of these economic problems points to extended social problems, said Barnes: "There is still an atmosphere that allows torture to take place."

Recognizing the need for redirection, he said, a nine year constitution was written in 1980 calling for the gradual return of democracy which would culminate with democratic elections in 1989. The unfavorable side of this constitution, according to Barnes, are the "transitory articles which permit the president to suspend other articles of the constitution."

Barnes said Pinochet sees his duty as an ongoing "mission to fulfill the calling of saving Chile from what he sees as a Marxist communist threat." Barnes said Pinochet sees the rest of the world as less appreciative of the level of the threat.

He added that Pinochet enjoys presenting the options to the Chilean people as "Pinochet or chaos." As Pinochet builds on his security to keep enforcing keg rule
By JOE MARKZ
Staff Reporter

Reason not force is needed to remedy the ills of Chile, pleaded the U.S. Ambassador to that troubled nation last night in the Memorial Library Auditorium.

"Force has been tried in the past decade. It's about time for reason to be used," said Ambassador Harry Barnes.

He said Pinochet's coup in 1973 was first seen as a positive cure to the apparent threat of Marxism in Chile. Since then, however, the Chilean people have realized that the government under Pinochet has brought them only further from their once strong democracy, said Barnes.
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Security to keep enforcing keg rule
By CHRIS BEDNARSKI
Assistant News Editor

With another football weekend upon us, Notre Dame Security will again be patrolling the parking lots of Notre Dame Stadium for disordersly conduct and beer kegs, according to Assistant Director of Security Phil Johnson.

"Our purpose is to patrol the parking lots for a wide variety of safety needs," he said. "The University has a policy that the abuse of the rights of others as the result of alcohol abuse won't be tolerated."

The University's alcohol policy states that kegs are not allowed on campus except in places that are duly sponsored by the State of Indiana.

The violation calls for a $200 fine according to the alcohol policy.

Also during the weekend of the Purdue game, Notre Dame director of Security Rex Rakow said he confiscated approximately 32 cases of beer from a group of students from Pangborn Hall.

Rakow said he was checking the parking situation in the lots at about 8 a.m. the day of the game. He said he spotted a student sitting on a large number of cases of beer. Rakow said he asked the student for identification and when he discovered the student was underage, confiscated the beer.

Rakow said the student has been referred to the Office of Student Affairs.

Although the confiscated beer remains in the hands of Security, Rakow said because such a large amount of beer was involved, the Office of Student Affairs will determine what will be done with it.

"Generally, if it's small quantities, it's destroyed," he said.

Kegs are returned to a liquor store for store value and the amount of beer was involved.

Ambassador warns against using force in Chile
By JORDIE MARKZ
Assistant News Editor

Ambassador Harry Barnes warned against using force in Chile.

"Well not quite roses, but a holy moment of reflection is shared in may be waning as the rainy days of Autumn set in."
Passing of time at Notre Dame leads to changing friendships

Looking back on freshman and sophomore year, I think that it was a lot like going through adolescence. One does a lot of growing and a great deal of changing.

When I left New Orleans to come to Notre Dame over two years ago, I had innumerable fantasies about this place. It had been my dream and goal throughout high school. When I finally arrived and the newness wore off, I began to find some homeward yearnings, as did everyone. These, however, soon gave way to an acceptance that I was going to have to wait some time before I could actually be with my friends and family.

I look back with sadness on all of the letters I received my freshman year. I rarely made an entire week's worth of trips to the mailboxes. I recall all of the battles I had with my hometown friends over who was supposed to write whom next. Stamps, although they could less than a pack of gum, were a commodity.

Sophomore year can best be described, for me anyway, as the year of the phone bill. This is not to say that the bills were any bigger than they were the year before. In fact, they were quite less. However, they were the only way I could prove that I had any contact at all with my home state. Writing to my friends became less and less a priority; the once familiar arguments were basically non-existent.

I do not realize what I was going on last year. Perhaps if I had realized, I would have been a lot less likely to comply. I did not really notice that the letters I once received from my mother had dumbed into envelopes full of newspaper clippings and scribblings of informa­tion; trips to the mailbox became a semi-weekly chore rather than a special event.

Sophomore year, like adolescence, was a time of getting to know a new group of friends to stand in the place of the old ones who were miles away. The fact that you may not be able to be with all of your high school buddies through the mail may be a surprising revelation to a college student. There were so many plans to keep things the way they were. The once familiar arguments were basically non-existent.
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Heffern
continued from page 1
fall combined with a new offensive phi­
losophy are providing for a new environ­
ment. Both his new lineates and a new
philosophy are welcome.

"They (the other linemen) were second
string last year, but they played an awful
lot," says the starter. "They scored
against Miami's first defense . . . . they
have critical game experience. Because
of that and because spring ball was so
difficult, they've gained a lot of experi­
ence. We're playing well as a unit."

"Coach Holtz is the type of coach that will
take whatever the defense gives you. If
the defense is giving him the wishbone,
he's going to run the wishbone. If they're
giving him the pass, he's going to pass
the ball."

Going into the Pitt game, Heffern notes
that the Irish will face a considerable chal­
lenge from a Panther team that is in a
situation similar to that of the Irish.

"They're struggling somewhat with their
record as we are," says the lineman, "but
they have a great defense with great per­
sonnel. (Pitt defensive end Tony Woods)
impresses me but so does their whole
defensive front. They're just a good, solid
football team."

For the rest of this season, Heffern
believes that the Irish have improved a
great deal and will be able to eliminate
the errors that have plagued them
throughout the year. The Masters in the
Science of Administration student is con­
fident that the Irish will also finish with a
strong effort and in a positive way.

"I've seen a lot of improvement in our
fundamentals," says Heffern. "I also think
we're awfully close as a team. This is the
closest team that I've been on since I've
been here, and we've hung together well.
The one thing that has impressed me the
most is that no matter what happens, no
one will ever give up.

"Taking this fifth year is one of the best
decisions I ever made. Even though we
may be 1-3, the attitude of this team is
not that of a 1-3 team."

Dan Marino vs. Notre Dame
42 Att. - 26 Comp. - 314 Yds. - 0 Ints. - 0 TDs.
Catches stars on film
Levine, 28, became interested in photography in high school after seeing a Duran Duran exhibit. Although she describes herself as "pretty much self-taught," Levine took some classes in high school and served as the photo editor of the Harvard Crimson at Harvard University, where she was an anthropology major. After internships as a photographer for the Washington City Paper and Village Voice, Levine began working at New York Magazine during the day and taking photos of bands at night. Hoping to freelance one day, Levine realized that magazine editors don't think of a photographer for a certain job if his or her portfolio is too diverse. Because she liked to see shows anyway, Levine decided to combine work with pleasure and specialize in rock photography.

"I'll photograph a band if I know they're really marketable, but I have to like them, also." Levine says.

"I pretty much gave myself about two years to give it a shot and then move on to something else," Levine says. "I think it's worth it when you're starting out to not look at a job in terms of how much money you're going to make from it but to think of it as an investment toward your career."

Levine's efforts to make her anime known have paid off: her work has appeared in publications ranging from the New York Times to Spin as well as Maximumrocknroll and Creem and in the now-defunct New York Rocker and various foreign publications. In the beginning, however, Levine was as new to editors of rock magazines as many of the bands she was photographing were to the readers of those magazines. While other photographers choose the bands whose pictures were not yet in demand, Levine sometimes ended up photographing relatively obscure acts and musicians she had seen at shows. "I'm sure they've read or heard in fanzines (non-professional amateur put-together publications put out by fans of the under-ground rock scene)."

"I photographed a band if I know they're really marketable, but I have to like them, also. Or if I'm just really a fan of the band's an feel it would be an honor to photograph them or I'd like to meet them, I'll take some shots," Levine says.

Many times foresight pays off for Levine, and the case of R.E.M. is one example. "For a year or two I was one of the only photographers who had pictures of them (R.E.M.)." Levine says. She photographed the band when they were only a single out, "Radio Free Europe/Sitting Still,"-before even their first album Murmur or the EP Chronic Town had appeared. Six years and four critically acclaimed albums later, R.E.M. is one of the most popular bands today among college students, and articles about the group have appeared in everything from Rolling Stone to the local newspapers of the towns where they are playing.

"Sometimes it doesn't pay off," Levine says while point­ing to the flipside of the coin. "I did the Cocteau Twins, and I'm really a big fan of theirs. They had never been to America before, and I thought, "Oh, if I do a photo session with them I'll sell the pictures all over the place." Levine has yet to sell a single Cocteau Twins photo from that session, however. The three-member band's ethereal strings and mystical high pitched sounds apparently haven't caught on with many magazine editors or fans, thus minimizing any demand for photos.

Many of the bands Levine has photographed got their start in- or are still with-- the underground music scene. Under­ground music is a catch-all word to describe bands you won't hear on top-40 radio or see on MTV bands that are usually with small record labels who don't have a lot of money for promotion and thus survive on a grass-roots following and college-radio play. Because they do not have to bow to the corporate profit-making pressures of mass popularity, underground music is almost without exception more fresh or innovat­ive than mainstream rock.

With such bands as R.E.M., Husker Du, the Replacements, and The Bodeans creeping up from the地下 music scene into the mainstream, popularity. It would seem the only photographers who were there on the ground floor with them would also be getting more respect accord­ingly. But Levine says her as­sociation with this stratum of the music world has not been en­tirely beneficial.

"It hurts me sometimes because in a lot of ways I'm known as a punk, underground photographer, although I've done sessions with Duran Duran, Michael Jackson, John Cougar, Billy Idol and the Eurythmics," she explains. "For some reason they think, she can get great pictures of Robin Hill's Rock which, that doesn't mean she can get good pictures of Simon Lebon. It's ridiculous. So a lot of times I'm not thought of for certain jobs."

"But I can give you examples of bands who were struggling and had their first record out on an Independent label when you photographed them, and then two years later they will have a big record contract and suddenly feel that they're in a new stratum now, and they should be photographed by Annie Liebowitz or someone."

"So, like who?" Levine asks.

"Billy Idol, for one." Levine says. "I used to do almost all my sessions in my little apartment in Chinatown. (Billy Idol) came up there where we did a session together about four or five years ago... He was a really sweet guy, and everything was great."

Then a few years later his publicist wanted him to hire me to photograph him again, and he had really gotten popular in between those two sessions. So everything was set—the makeup people were there, the costume people were there—people I don't generally use, but they insisted on it. And he never showed. Finally hours later my assistant got him on the phone, and he didn't want to come. The reason was that my apartment was too small and that he had progressed so much since that time that he just thought of me as an amateur.

Characteristically, Billy Idol preaches salvation. Levine says she enjoys photo sessions the most when the band has a lot of input into the proceedings. Michael Stipe from R.E.M., Levine says, "is great to photograph because he has so many ideas as I do."

"She also cites Lena Levich and Thomas Dolby for their collaborative participation."

"I used to do all my sessions in my little apartment in Chinatown. (Billy Idol) came up there when we did a session together about four or five years ago... He was a really sweet guy, and everything was great."

Music for Levine is hardly all work, however. She does manage to step back enough from her camera to enjoy the actual music. Levine the fan listens to a variety of bands including the B-52's, R.E.M., Tom Waits, Led Zeppelin and early Bob Dylan. Levine knows personally members from three of the bands she mentioned as her favorites and it would be fairly safe to strike Dylan and Led Zeppelin out of the running if you were going to make an educated guess as to which of the five bands she rubs elbows with. She admits her friendships influence her work and attitudes. "I think if you're friends with someone you really make an effort to listen to their stuff a lot more."

Levine considers Spins August, 1985 cover featuring Annie Lennox from Eurythmics an example of one of her better photos. Lennox is staring expressionlessly straight into the camera, framing her green eyes with red gloved hands. Average payment for a magazine cover, Levine says, is between $300-$500.

However Levine has yet to cap­ture two of her favorite artists in film: Elvis Costello and The Smiths. She'd like to photograph Costello so she could meet him as she has been trying hard for a while to get a session with Morrissey, lead singer of The Smiths.

"Is that really all it takes to meet your favorite bands and musicians? A camera? Maybe. I'll try it next time the Rolling Stones are in South Bend."

---

Get into the spotlight!

The Features Department of The Observer is looking for writers interested in art, theatre or movies. See the Features Editor for more information and see your name up in lights—well, in print anyway.

---

The chart compiled from the playlists of WVFI-AM940 as of Oct. 8.

**WVFI Top Ten**

1. Walk Like an Egyptian The Bangles
2. What About Love 'til Tuesday
3. Superman R.E.M.
4. Wild Wild Life Talking Heads
5. Heartache Gene Loves Jezebel
6. There Is a Light That Never Goes Out The Smiths
7. Forever Live and Die Orchestral Manoeuvers in the Dark
8. People Like Us Talking Heads
9. Whole New World It Bites
10. Fall On Me R.E.M.
A movie that has trouble getting off the ground

SUSAN CLEMENTS

Closest Disney fans everywhere have weathered many tough years, waiting for the return of the great Disney Movie that they knew in ages past. When 'The Boy Who Could Fly' opened, many of these fans were undoubtedly risks losing face, if not social grace, to sneak out and see if this movie were at last the one they had been waiting for. With its PG rating and real-life characters, 'The Boy Who Could Fly' is a children's movie that tills a little too hard to meet its older viewers halfway and thus loses its classic Disney charm.

Movie review

The Boy Who Could Fly

(out of four)

Like the Disney movies of yesteryear, 'The Boy Who Could Fly' is based on the premise that it is possible for dreams to come true. The main plot revolves around Eric (Jay Underwood), an autistic teen-ager who has been trying desperately to fly since the death of his parents many years ago. At first, the viewer only sees him balancing precariously on rooftops and, only seconds later, appearing mysteriously on the window sills of other houses. Observing this strange behavior, Millie (Lucy Deakins), the new girl next door, comments, "It's like the only way he could save them (his parents) was by being the Living Statue. He's been one ever since."

In all, it sounds a little insane, that is because it is. Assuming of its audience a child-the innocence void of cynicism, the movie borders at times on the ridiculous. More mature viewers may find themselves feeling insulted during the flying scenes, which are just a little too silly (that's really the only word for it) to believe. We all struggle, you see, to understand, to light those dreams during the dream sequence and later sweeping over the heads of high school bullies. Underwood as Eric and Deakins as Millie overcompensate for the lack of credibility. The special effects are shaky, and the movie would have been altogether more believable if the flying had been taken as a matter of faith, which worked well enough in the first half of the story. It is almost as if they were thrown in at the last minute, for in their awkwardness they add virtually nothing to the overall feeling of the movie.

But the movie is not trying to fool the audience or create an atmosphere of suspension and disbelief. The director knows a dream story and no one-she's been forced to oversimplify the plot of the story in order to get around the block uncathed by the audience. The lead character, Millie, is the one who has been forced to overdo the dreamySuc.-

feet so touched by a movie so imbued with sugary truth. Walking back to his unmarked car, the average viewer will recognize a trace of the same old Disney warmth rising within him; it is after all, a movie about the incomprehensibility of the human spirit. A movie you have to wish you were still young enough to believe in.

The Boy Who Could Fly' is now showing at the River Park Theater.

Saint Mary's College will be presenting 'Crimes of the Heart,' this Friday, Saturday and Sunday at O'Laughlin Auditorium. The play tells the story of three tragedy plagued sisters and will be directed by Julie Jensen. Tickets are priced at $6 and $8. Student tickets are $4. Showtimes will be 8:10 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and 3 p.m. on Sunday.

Notre Dame returns to friendly South Bend in time to take on the Pitt Panthers. Kickoff time for the game will be 1:40 p.m. and the game will be telecast by WUP. Be sure that tailgaters will abound on Green Field.

The Broadway Theater League of South Bend will open its 28th season this weekend with 'Pippin,' starring Ben Vereen, at the Morris Civic Auditorium. Curtain time is 8:10 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. on Sunday. For more ticket information call 234-4044.

The Student Activities Board presents "Hannah and Her Sisters" Friday and Saturday at the Engineering Auditorium. This Woody Allen film focuses on the lives of three sisters of a troubled family of actors. Mia Farrow, Barbara Hershey and Michael Caine star in this humorous and touching movie. Allen also appears in the movie as a hypochondriac television producer. Admission to the 7:00 and 11:00 p.m. showings is $1.50.

Mary Deakins (Lucy Deakins) shows Eric (Jay Underwood) how to fly a kite in 'The Boy Who Could Fly.'
Even the music can't save this movie

MIKE EVCES
features writer

I've never eaten styrofoam, but I have a feeling that if I did, the flavor and substance would be comparable to this dull and insignificant movie called "Playing For Keeps." 

"Playing For Keeps" makes a weak attempt to portray three dynamic high school graduates from the city and their struggle to make new lives for themselves using nothing but natural talent and street-wise common sense. The vehicle for their success is a run-down hotel in the country, which they hope to renovate and turn into a rock and roll hotel for kids only. Their vision includes MTV in every room, live entertainment and complimentary drinks. In the process of trying to make their dream come true, the kids must confront the prudish, old-fashioned townspeople and a corrupt local government who are dead-set against having a huge twenty-four-hour-a-day party right down the road. To support its promotion of youthful energy, the movie promises a hip soundtrack featuring such stars as Pete Townshend, Peter Frampton, Phil Collins, Julian Lennon and even the Rolling Stones. Several of the songs in the movie were written just for the occasion. This all sounds like a sure-fire hit. Not quite. Unfortunately, the movie as a whole has none of the dynamism which inspires our three young heroes through 103 minutes of sadly cliched dialogue, predictable plot, wimpy directing and all the cinematographic dazzle of an afternoon soap opera. The celebrated soundtrack is buried under all of this dullness, but mercifully surfaces every now and then to wake us up, if we haven't left the theater already.

But hey, maybe we should give Bob and Harvey Weinstein a break. They're a little new at this. "Playing For Keeps" marks their writing and directing debut and apparently they believed that a youth versus age conflict, a hot soundtrack and a few dance sequences would be enough to win the hearts of America's rocking, rebellious young people. Well, Bob and Harvey, wise up. Get some believable actors, get a cinematographer with some sense of the energy you're trying to portray and let somebody else write the script. As it is, with stereotyped characters, a voice-over narration that tries to compensate for a shakily constructed plot and a closing would-be extravaganza that looks like it was filmed in Bob and Harvey's garage, nobody's going to take "Playing For Keeps" seriously. You just can't build a movie on the basis of a can't miss soundtrack. At least there is the virtue of the music that hides beneath its gross mediocrity. But don't see it for the music. Turn on the radio instead; it's nowhere near as boring.
Mutual
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D.C. Well, later that year, I happened to respond to an ad in the paper for someone to do sports at a station. After listing in my application, I found out that the station was located in Washington. D.C. I took the job by the end of the year.

Roberts' duties included covering Tacy football, Washington Senators baseball and Washington Bullet basketball. A personal note, Roberts was a Washington Sportscaster of the Year, Roberts has seen many games and games, but at least two events stand out as most memorable in his mind.

"As far as professional football, I will never forget the game between the Balti
dmore Colts and the Oakland Raiders in the NFL playoffs. It took six quarters to decide. But the traveling and the hassles weren't worth it so I gave up for a few years."

"Another game I'll always remember is the University of Notre Dame game in which Harry Oliver kicked his 51-yard field goal. That was pure excitement to witness."

Notre Dame football has always held a soft spot in Roberts' heart. Growing up In an Italian-Catholic neighborhood, Roberts would join Saturday for his neighbors to travel to South Bend. Following the Irish was a religious duty to his community.

"And as far as I know, the same people still have season tickets and still make the pilgrimage."

For Roberts partner in the booth, Tom Pagna, doing the Notre Dame games is only natural. Each weekend is a homecoming to this former Irish coach as he returns his second season as color analyst with Mutual.

A native of Cleveland, Ohio, Pagna played his college ball at Miami of Ohio under coach Ara Parseghian. He later took a job as Parseghian's assistant at Northwestern until the pair found their way to Notre Dame. Pagna and Parseghian spent 11 seasons together at the University and produced 85 victories including national titles in '66 and '73. With Parseghian's resignation in 1974, Pagna went on to serve as executive director of the University's Alumni Association and that's when the contact began with Mutual.

"I was asked to do the broadcasts here," Pagna recalls. "But because of the exclusive affiliation with the University we had to get mutual agreement. They were still interested In getting me some kind of job, and I was still interested In an nouncing so I did some NFL games for awhile. But the traveling and the hassles weren't worth it so I gave up for a few years."

During that time off, Pagna went back to his natural occupation - coaching. This time he tried the professional ranks when he joined the staff at Kansas City. He left the Chiefs in 1985 and returned to his home in South Bend where he went into business. But Mutual didn't forget Pagna and a return in 1988. It didn't happen until a few years later, but with a little "divine intervention" from Roberts, an arrangement was reached. The dozens of college games and Pagna joined Roberts in the booth in 1985.

"The staff at Mutual were good enough to keep me In mind during all those years," Pagna says, "and fortunately Tony and I had a good rapport and he put it in a word for me.

"I had been away from broadcasting for almost ten years so I was a little green at that first game. My wife told me that when I first start my voice is about three octaves higher. Then as the game goes on I settle down. But I needed a lot of coaching, and luckily I work with the best in the country In Tony Roberts. It's tough to do radio because you have to keep the listeners involved in the game at all times. They don't have a screen to stare at so we can't have any dead air time. Tony is great at keeping that excitement In his voice and keeping the listeners interested In the game."

Despite the fact that he has such deep ties to the University, Pagna is a true professional and maintains the neutrality that his listeners expect. Although he sees the game from a coach's eye, he is com­passionate to the situation of coaches and players alike.

"I've been on both sides of the fence," Pagna says. "Players don't make mistakes because they want to and I can appreciate what a kid on that field goes through. In the same way. I try not to be critical of any coach's decisions because I am not on the sidelines. I don't know what subtlesties the coach saw on defense or offense that the average fan didn't see, and I am an average fan now with a little expertise. That's how I have to sound when I broadcast."

Both broadcasters have seen their share of Notre Dame teams, and they concur that the Irish will just be a matter of time before this year's squad puts it all together.

"The talent is there In all aspects," Pagna says. "I don't doubt that the team will prove itself, and some opponent will pay. So if you ever find yourself in Wilkes Barre, Pa., Fargo, N.D., or Kaiserslautern, West Germany and unable to attend the Notre Dame game in person, tune in to your radio to the Mutual Station. With the ex­citement and expertise coming from the booth, it's the next best thing to being there."

Irish topple No. 1 Panthers
Pinkett bursts into national prominence

By MARTY STRASEN
Assistant Sports Editor

Before Notre Dame head coach Gerry Faust led his players into the Pitt Stadium field in 1982 to do battle with the top-ranked and undefeated Pittsburgh Panthers (7-0), he read them a list of past Irish teams which had knocked off unbe­feated football powers.

Just a few hours later, that list of seven teams had grown into a list of eight teams, as a freshman substitute tailback named Allen Pinkett led a fourth-quarter surge which gave Notre Dame a 31-16 victory over mighty Pitt.

The Irish were 5-1-1 heading into the contest, fresh off a win over West Virginia in last week's 28-10 Alabama vic­tory. While the injury did not ap­pear at the time to be of such a serious nature, doctors have concluded that reconstructive surgery will be necessary. Miller is scheduled to undergo the op­eration Friday.

For Miller this will be the second time in three years that he has been forced to miss the majority of an Irish football season. In 1984, as a sopho­more, Miller tore knee ligaments in the second game of the cam­paign and sat out the rest of the season. The big split end returned, however, in 1985 to catch 13 passes for 219 yards while playing in all four of Notre Dame's games. He was sharing time at the split end slot with classmate Milt Jackson.

Miller has this option to apply for an extra year of eligibility be­cause of the knee injury suffered in 1984.
By RICK KETTROCK

Sports Writer

Notre Dame and Pittsburgh have something in common, besides both having first-year coaches, and it is something they would rather not be associated with.

Both teams have mastered the near-miss early this season. Therefore the records of the two teams are a far cry from what they could conceivably be.

Pittsburgh, like Notre Dame, has shown flashes of brilliance under Head Coach Mike Gottfried that have been dulled by untimely miscues, and lack of clutch plays. Subsequently, its record stands at 2-2-1 instead of a much better mark.

The Panthers lost to Maryland, 10-7, in their season opener, a game in which mistakes contributed nine catches for 88 yards.

The running game is a good one. The backfield tandem includes the tight end Vernon Kirk is not a major part of the passing game with only four catches for 56 yards.

The offensive line is another strength for the Panthers. Senior tackle Randy Dixon, 6-5 and 286, is the anchor of a young group. Dixon has received first-team All-America recognition from several publications.

Sophomore Tom Rickels, 6-5 and 275,

The Game

Pitt QB John Congemi has a wide variety of targets to choose from, but leading receiver Reggie Williams (17 receptions for 236 yards) is sidelined with a fractured leg. Leading the way in Williams' absence are sophomore flanker Billy Osborn (9 for 158, one TD), freshman split end Howie Head (88, one TD) and senior flanker Chuck Scales (9 for 80).

The running game is a good one. The backfield tandem includes the tight end Vernon Kirk is not a major part of the passing game with only four catches for 56 yards.

The offensive line is another strength for the Panthers. Senior tackle Randy Dixon, 6-5 and 286, is the anchor of a young group. Dixon has received first-team All-America recognition from several publications.

Sophomore Tom Rickels, 6-5 and 275,

The running game is a good one. The backfield tandem includes the tight end Vernon Kirk is not a major part of the passing game with only four catches for 56 yards.

The offensive line is another strength for the Panthers. Senior tackle Randy Dixon, 6-5 and 286, is the anchor of a young group. Dixon has received first-team All-America recognition from several publications.

Sophomore Tom Rickels, 6-5 and 275,
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A top State Department official maintained Thursday an American captured in Nicaragua was acting under duress when he implicated the CIA in an operation to repudiate Contra rebels.

Assistant Secretary of State Elliott Abrams, in a telephone interview, said no one should believe anything said by the detained American, Eugene Hasenfus, until Hasenfus himself is subjected to threats and intimidation.

Abrams called The Associated Press hours after Hasenfus told a nationally televised news conference in Managua that he had worked with CIA employees in efforts to keep the Contras supplied with weapons and other equipment.

Before his cargo plane was shot down over southern Nicaragua on Sunday, Hasenfus said, he had taken part in 10 such flights from Honduras and El Salvador. He said 24 to 26 CIA personnel had taken part in the operation in El Salvador.

The State Department official renewed the Reagan administration's denial of CIA involvement as the FBI launched a preliminary inquiry to determine whether Americans operating privately are violating U.S. laws by supplying weapons and other equipment to the rebels.

FBI spokesman Paul Miller said in Miami that two agents began an inquiry Wednesday to find out whether the Neutrality Act or any other U.S. statutes had been violated by the efforts to repudiate Contra counterrevolutionaries resisting the leftist Sandinista government.

About 25 people from the neighborhood where the president will be staying were waiting in a chilly drizzle at the entrance to the street where the American ambassador's residence is located.

When Reagan's limousine turned down the street, television lights momentarily illuminated the president's face, and there were squawks of delight and cheers from the crowd.

President Gorbachev, a 24-year-old meatpacking plant employee, said: "This is a big moment for everybody to have President Reagan here in our country."

Given a warm farewell on the White House South Lawn by his wife Nancy, members of the Cabinet and staff aides on Thursday morning, Reagan said the talks "can be a step, a useful step,... And if we persevere, the goal of a better, safer, world may someday be ours and all the world's.

Chile continued from page 1

pride, however, student elections in Chilean universities show growing support for a communist alternative, according to Barnes.

Meanwhile, "the democratic opposition is being squeezed between the two," he said. Barnes also wants more reasonable action to ensure the return of Chile's once "exemplarily strong democracy," Barnes explained that the return of Chile after 1989 is a "question not only of Pinochet's plans but also of the armed forces." He said the Chilean army is permanently with Pinochet, but the other services are prepared only to remain with Pinochet until 1989 when the interim period ends.

Barnes, a graduate of Amherst College and Columbia University, is a career foreign service officer and director general of foreign services.

Correction

A story about theology Prof. Leslie Griffith's lecture on women appeared in an incorrect curate. Griffin first demonstrated stereotypes about women and their roles in the church, then explained what contemporary women are saying about morality. Griffin said she argued for the importance of a human morality, for both women and men, and that it advanced beyond the limits of traditional morality. Due to an editing error, Student Body Vice President Don Montgomery's name was spelled incorrectly in yesterday's Campus Life Council meeting story.
Unrealistic diet goals
cited by psychiatrist

By DIANE SCHROEDER
News Staff

Fashion trends and the media combine to reinforce unrealistic
goals in weight loss, according to Dr. David Garner, director of
psychiatric research at Toronto General Hospital.

"Guilt among women is prevalent," said Garner, "and much of
this guilt is a result of over-emphasis in ads to become
thin and trends fashion magazines."

In pursuit of the perfect weight and shape, sufferers of anorexia
and bulimia have dramatically
increased over the past 20 years.

"Eating disorders are not
strictly results of cultural pre-
sures," said Garner, "but a com-
bination of cultural, individual
and family pressures as well as
biological factors."

Garner said the health risks of
Action
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protection."

Pendleton said he is unre-
suaded that race-conscious
practices which only
create a more numerical balance
among black and white employees help the goal of a
color blind society.

During a question and answer
session after the speech, Pendleton sparked negative re-
action from several black stu-
dents in the audience when he
labelled one student's disagree-
ment with his own views on af-
motivationally action as "typically
black."

When the student called the
remark "racial and ugly," Pendleton responded that just
because he is black, people ex-
pect him to be "chairman of the
black civil rights commission in-
stead of chairman of the U.S. civil
rights commission."

Another student challenged
Pendleton to find a more con-
crete solution to improving the
equality of educational opportuni-
ty which the chairman had dis-
cussed earlier in the speech.

Pendleton said a new societal
form of racism now preferentially
substitutes race, color and
gender for higher overall stand-
ard of employment and educa-
tion.

"In the end, affirmative action
Is a little like crack (a form of
cocaine). It makes us feel better when we take it, and convinces
us that the situation is under con-
trol. But thirty minutes later our
problems are still there," he ex-
plained.

"I only hope that as a mat-
ter of public policy the courts and
enforcement agencies will use affirmative action as a quick fix for
discrimination."

Pendleton added.

According to Pendleton, judi-
cial enforcement of the affirma-
tive action program perpetuates
minority groups in Society who
think they do better because of
treatment because of past discrimi-
nation.

The Notre Dame Law School
Chapter of the Federalist Society,
a conservative organization which promotes judicial restraint
and legislative responsibility,
sponsored Pendleton's speech.
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money goes into a fines account, he added.

Johnson said this week, like other weeks, other law enforce­
ment agencies will help Security patrol the lots. "Representatives from the Sherriff's Mounted Pos­
sey will patrol the lots," he said. "Notre Dame also has a contract with an outside security agency to help patrol the lots," he said.

Johnson said, however, Security does much more than just pa­
trol the lots for alcohol and kegs. "I can't stress enough, we are there for a bunch of other ser­vices," he said. "Our officers aren't going out with blenders on looking only for alcohol."

The survey shows sharp rise in coke use

WASHINGTON - The number of Americans who use cocaine reg­ularly has soared while abuse of most other drugs leveled off in the 1980s, federal health offi­cials reported Thursday.

A government survey con­ducted in 1989 found that 5.8 million Americans had used cocaine in the previous month, a 38 percent jump from the 4.2 million people reported in a similar 1982 survey.

But the 11th National Household Survey on Drug Abuse found little change in the number who used cocaine at least once in the past year. Their ranks grew only from 11.9 mil­lion in 1982 to 12.2 million.

Cocaine users are reporting to the drug more frequently, pos­sibly as they exhaust what Dr. Donald Ian MacDonald, head of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration, called a "grace period" for many young people before cocaine plays havoc with their lives.

MacDonald said the widening ranks grew only from 11.9 mil­lion in 1982 to 12.2 million.

Cocaine users are reporting to the drug more frequently, pos­sibly as they exhaust what Dr. Donald Ian MacDonald, head of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration, called a "grace period" for many young people before cocaine plays havoc with their lives.

MacDonald said that, if anyth­

The Observer Production De­partment has promoted the fol­lowing students to upper posi­tions within the staff.

Melissa Warnke, a junior from Westlake, Ohio, was named As­sistant Production Manager. Warnke, a former design assis­tant and currently a design editor, is in charge of the Viewpoint and Accent production.

Kevin Valek, a senior from Dal­las, Tex., was named Mainte­nance Manager and Theresa DeGirolamo, a sophomore from North Canton, Ohio, has been named Inventory Manager.

Junior Rob Luxem, of Glen­view, Ill., and sophomore Kathy Huston, of Topeka, Kan., were promoted to design editor, the highest layout position within The Observer. The Observer and Hus­ton were former design assis­tants.

Sophomores Mike Majica, of Minnetonka, Minn., Tom Schles­sner, of Ridgefield, Conn., fresh­men Chris Donnelly, of South Bend, Ind., Bob White, of Glen Ellyn, Ill., and Cathy Stacy, of Elmwood Park, Ill., were named design assistants within the de­partment.

Saint Mary's Juniors Karen Webb, of Baltimore, Md., and Heather Hypes, of Oakbrook, Ill., were promoted to produce the newly-created Accent magazine, Campus Scene.

Three new members of the Viewpoint layout staff are Alice Gordon of Jefferson City, Mo., and Saint Mary's College juniors Kathleen Moran, of Burlington, Vt., and Heidi Traver, of Faxon Verdes Peninsula, Calif.

Rounding out the newly-hired staff is sophomore Kathleen McAleney of Albuquerque, N.M., in charge of the production of the Sports Department sup­plement, the Irish Estate.

The survey found 36.8 million Americans -19 percent of all those age 12 and older - reported trying marijuana, cocaine or other illicit drugs at least once in the past year.

Twenty-three million, or 12 percent, had tried illicit drugs in the month before the survey.

In the 1982 survey, 34 million had used illicit drugs in the preceding year and 20 million in the preceding month. The per­centages were the same: 19 and 12 percent respectively - because of a smaller population.

The government has con­ducted eight drug abuse surveys since 1971. Some 8,036 people were interviewed in their homes and assured anonymity by filling out answer sheets and sealing them in envelopes.

MacDonald said that, if any­thing, the figures are on the low side because people in prisons, dormitories, military bases and hospitals are not interviewed.

Observer promotions announced
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The Kids
Abortions unstoppable, says study

Associated Press

NEW YORK - News this week that two New York City high schools have been dispensing contraceptives to students since 1984 came as a shock to some, but the practice is not unheard of in nation's schools. Groups such as the Planned Parenthood Federation of America and the Center for Population Options estimate there are more than 60 school-based comprehensive health clinics, compared to about a dozen five years ago.

Only about a dozen of the clinics now in existence actually provide birth control services, and they almost always require parental consent. Many clinics have physicians who can prescribe contraceptives to students since 1984 came as a shock to some, but the practice is not unheard of in nation's schools. Groups such as the Planned Parenthood Federation of America and the Center for Population Options estimate there are more than 60 school-based comprehensive health clinics, compared to about a dozen five years ago.

Only about a dozen of the clinics now in existence actually provide birth control services, and they almost always require parental consent. Many clinics have physicians who can prescribe contraceptives to students since 1984 came as a shock to some, but the practice is not unheard of in nation's schools. Groups such as the Planned Parenthood Federation of America and the Center for Population Options estimate there are more than 60 school-based comprehensive health clinics, compared to about a dozen five years ago.

The oldest school-based clinic was opened in Dallas in 1968. Other cities having them include New Haven and Bridgeport, Conn., and St. Paul, Minn.

But while the idea of schools distributing birth control devices is not new, the reaction in New York City demonstrates it remains controversial.

The District of Columbia is planning to establish a comprehensive health care clinic in a high school that would discuss birth control but would stop short of dispensing contraceptives, according to Janis Cromer, a spokesman for the school system.

Last fall, Planned Parenthood suggested putting a clinic that would dispense contraceptives in a high school in Washington. But the proposal was never enacted because of opposition.
Lecturer responds to misinterpreted report

Dear Editor:

Your account of my lecture on “Women and Male Chauvinism” in The Observer on October 3 is both inaccurate and irresponsible. I did not, as you seem to suggest, make a direct comparison between male and female. At one point, e.g., I stated: “The main difference between men and women is that women use more emotion in their judgements; nor do I believe that women have different standards of morality than men.”

It was quite clear, both in my text as well as in the minds of the members of my audience (some of whom have already expressed to me their outrage at your reporting), that I am strongly opposed to simplistic analyses of women’s and men’s morality. In the lecture, I emphasized the importance of reflecting on an ethic for all human persons, both male and female. At one point, e.g., I stated:

First before one rushes to accept any of these descriptions—Gilligan’s ethic of care, Savigny’s sin as sloth, Christian love as mutuality and not self-sacrifice—one must recognize that this power comes responsibility to a woman in her sex. It is the same for men, even if defined by women, doing so may allow or encourage gender stereotypes. It may set up new, rigid standards for men and women. Or, we may not want to see sex separate and morality before all evidence is in. After all, the errors we discover in past efforts to characterize men and women should inspire some humility in our own efforts.

I appreciate your interest in my talk, and in the Saint Mary’s lecture series. But such a gross misrepresentation of my argument is a disservice to those who wish to reflect carefully on complex moral issues.

Leslie C. Griffin
Assistant Professor
Alcohol policy gives students few choices

Dear Editor:

Allow me to share a story with your readers:

A week or so ago, I was fortunate enough to land a nice position as an assistant professor at a prestigious university. I was excited about the opportunity to work with some amazing students, and I was especially looking forward to getting involved in the campus community.

But as I soon discovered, the reality was quite different. The campus was notorious for its heavy drinking culture, and many students struggled with alcohol-related issues. As a result, I began to question whether the university was really committed to providing a safe and healthy environment for its students.

I decided to take action and organize a protest to demand better alcohol policies. To my surprise, many students and faculty members rallied behind me, and we were able to make some progress towards improving the situation. While there is still much work to be done, I am hopeful that we can create a campus where everyone feels safe and supported.

Please join me in advocating for better alcohol policies on your campus. Together, we can make a difference.

Tina Davis
Assistant Professor of Sociology
Lie 1: The United States Promotes Democracy in Central America.

Lie 2: U.S. Policy in the Region is a Response to a Soviet Threat.

Lie 3: The United States Influences Central American Leaders.

Lie 4: The United States is Committed to Peace in the Region.

Lie 5: The United States is Committed to Human Rights in Central America.

Lie 6: The U.S. has supported the Contras in Nicaragua.

A mixed eight. It began as an after­
time meeting of the rowing team under a hot sun at the Head of the Des 
Mourns regatta. Two hours later, a 
increase in military bases all over Central America. (Nicaragua has 
gradually reduced the number of military bases in its territory; the United States 
the Administration to develop an active diplomacy now to 
side the Contras and recognizing the Sandinista government in Nicaragua.

The U.S. funded activities of the 
Contra leaders have led to numerous 
documented atrocities against civilians in Nicaragua. In Guatemala, the 
U.S. government regularly asserts 
and human rights in the region, each attack 
and the record of the military leader. 
the Administration denied that the military 
and its allies in Central America.

The Salvadoran military 
assumed power in El Salvador, its allies 
and destroying their farms. The 
Guatemalan military and its allies continue to 
the Indian population with the help of 

The U.S. government has also 
violated international law.

The administration violated the 
Bolanda Amendment which prohibited 
the administration from 

This feeling added quite a lift to the 
spirit of the sailors and crew. (See, 
Coach, at least I know the theory.)

We had no idea how the boats would 
perform. We were not concerned about 
whether the men and women 
were coached or not.

We had thrown together crews in a matter of 
minutes with little regard for anything 
or the returning varsity women or the 
newcomers. The administration was 
worried about cutting off certain 
finances, even involving the U.S. States' 
National Guard to war-games in 
the region "is more limited than generally 
assumed" in the United States.

The Seattle Times reported 
that it was going to build a military 
base on the island of Providencia.

The Salvadorans have 
violated the War Powers Acts by misleading 
the Congress regarding the 
policy of using U.S. 
assets in El Salvador.

The U.S. government does not 
violate international and domestic law.

President Reagan and the 
administration have acted in a 
way that is in response to a 
Soviet threat.

The administration is 
violating international law in Nicaragua.

The administration has 
violated the Bolanda Amendment.

The administration has 
violated the War Powers Acts.

The U.S. government has 
violated international and domestic law.

A leaked report from the 
administration is 
advocating for political solutions to 
the conflict. The administration is 
determined to find a political solution 
without violating international law.

For this upcoming election to the 
Human Rights Commission. The 
administration is committed to 
protecting human rights in the 
region and making sure that political 
violence is not used in 
the region.

The administration has 
violated international law.

The administration has 
violated the War Powers Acts.

The U.S. government has 
violated international and domestic law.

A leaked report from the 
administration is 
advocating for political solutions to 
the conflict. The administration is 
determined to find a political solution 
without violating international law.

For this upcoming election to the 
Human Rights Commission. The 
administration is committed to 
protecting human rights in the 
region and making sure that political 
violence is not used in 
the region.
Is the Pope Expendable? Is the Pope a Man of Business? Does the Pope’s party; that is, I have granted three wishes. His first wish was to be forever cured of his inflamed hemorrhoidal condition. His second wish was to be a shepherd piping a song of innocence in honor of Christ’s birth. When we pulled into the parking lot at the Villa Capri, we were met with a trans sexual speaks of the children he fathered before the operation. Looking at the pope, I wondered, (“What if you want to sleep with the Pope? The world is full of pied pipers?”) I only bring it up to defend the Pope. He’s a breath of fresh air in a world that makes itself ugly. Prophets telling us the truth are rare these days. We make heroes out of the pied pipers with sequins on their trunks. Some of them, I hear, are having problems with their sexual identity.

A breath of fresh air in an ugly world

Villa Capri offers good food and good times

Restaurant
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New Zealand remains undefeated amidst fiberglass boat controversy

Associated Press

FREMANTLE, Australia - New Zealand's unusual fiberglass boat won its fifth straight America's Cup trial yesterday after the legality of the boat was challenged by Dennis Conner's American syndicate.

The New Zealand beat previously unbeaten America II in the preliminary competition that will determine the challenger to Australia II, the defender. Conner's Stars & Stripes, the only other undefeated boat, scored its fifth win in a row with a come-from-behind victory over USA.

In other races, Azzurra scored its first victory by defeating winless Courageous IV, white America's Cup. Italia trounced Heart of America Syndicate to extend its unbeaten streak.

Wednesday was Karen Whalen's 20th birthday... but she still doesn't know what the air speed velocity of an unladen swallow is, African or European!

The New Zealand boat also got off to a good start in its race against America II. "All we want to know is if the boat is legal," he said. "Michael Ray, head of the syndicate backing the New Zealand yacht, declined comment on the issue. The skipper of the boat, Chris Dickson, said he wasn't aware of Conner's letter.

In the last America's Cup in 1983, the New York Yacht Club unsuccessfully challenged the legality of Australia II's winged keel. Australia II beat Conner's boat to end America's 132-year hold on the trophy.

Yesterday, Conner's yacht overtook USA near the finish line to win the closest race in the first round-robin series. USA had taken an early lead by beating Stars & Stripes to the starting line by 34 seconds.

"We nailed him to the wall at the start, but next time it might happen to us," Blackboller said.

The New Zealand boat also got off to a good start in its race against America II. "It was the type race that once you were ahead it was difficult for the trailing boat to catch up," Dickson said.

Winds were light and shifty during yesterday's races. Race officials said the races were started in winds of 4 to 6 knots and they built to between 11 and 13 as the yachts finished.

The light winds forced the race committee to shorten the course from the standard 24.5 nautical miles to 18.
Field hockey
faces Alma
after 2 wins

By MARGOT MACHECA
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's field hockey team, coming off two straight victories last week, takes the field again Sunday in a match against Alma College. The two teams will play at 2:30 p.m. at Carter Field.

Although the Irish lost nine letter-winners from last year's 1-8-2 season, youth and enthusiasm abounds to fill the gaps of inexperience.

Sophomore halfback Caroline Bereznys epitomizes the "new" type of Irish field hockey player. Her hard work as a freshman made Bereznys one of only four monogram winners to return this season.

"I have more confidence in myself this year and the team has a much higher morale," comments Bereznys.

"We are playing much better as a team because we've got along so well and have a great attitude."

Bereznys' dedication and hard work have not gone unnoticed by head coach Jill Lindenfeld.

"Caroline is our hardest worker in practice and she is never satisfied with herself," notes Lin­ denfeld. "She takes the time to ask questions and develop her skills."

In order to improve the team's passing skills, Bereznys has been working on a quick reverse stick pass.

"We need for Caroline to feed her right wing and she has developed a nice pass to compliment her speed and quickness in the backfield," says Lindenfeld. "She had one assist Monday and hopefully we will be getting even more."

Ojeda
continued from page 16

Astros managed just one run.
The Astros, wasting one chance after another, did not score until the seventh inning. Garner's RBI single. By then, it was too late.

After a day off today, the best-of-seven series resumes tomorrow in New York with Ron Dar­ ling, 15-6, going for the Mets against Bob Knepper, 17-12, in Game 3.

Irish play intersquad game today, take 3-1 fall record to Valparaiso

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Winding down its rain­shortened fall season, the Notre Dame baseball team will play a Blue-Gold intersquad game at 3:45 p.m. Friday on Jake Kline Field, then will travel to Val­ paraiso for a Saturday afternoon doubleheader.

Having swept the Crusaders in a doubleheader at home earlier this fall, the Irish are hoping to improve their 3-1 fall record on Sunday.

"This fall's been encouraging. The only discouraging part of it has been the rain," said Notre Dame head coach Larry Gallo. "We've played a lot more fall games in the past, but I would say as far as competitiveness goes, this is one of the best fall seasons we've had."

Gallo plans to use at least four pitchers, Kevin Chenail, Michael Pasilla, John Dingpole, and Robert Fitz, in the doubleheader. Still, the team's starting rotation appears much more set than it did at the beginning of the fall.

"The way it looks right now, you can look at Brian Plitowicz and Mike Coffey, two freshmen, in the starting rotation with Kevin Chenail, Michael Pasilla, and Robert Fitz," said Gallo. "And hopefully people like Derek Mad­ den and Erik Madsen can recover from injuries."

While the pitching staff is youth-oriented, the outfield will include three seniors this spring. Chenail, Michael Passilla, and Mike Coffey, two freshmen, and Erik Madsen can recover from injuries.

"The pitching staff is youth-oriented, the outfield will include three seniors this spring. Chenail, Michael Passilla, and Mike Coffey, two freshmen, and Erik Madsen can recover from injuries."
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"I have more confidence in myself this year and the team has a much higher morale," comments Bereznys.

"We are playing much better as a team because we've got along so well and have a great attitude."

Bereznys' dedication and hard work have not gone unnoticed by head coach Jill Lindenfeld.

"Caroline is our hardest worker in practice and she is never satisfied with herself," notes Lin­ denfeld. "She takes the time to ask questions and develop her skills."

In order to improve the team's passing skills, Bereznys has been working on a quick reverse stick pass.

"We need for Caroline to feed her right wing and she has developed a nice pass to compliment her speed and quickness in the backfield," says Lindenfeld. "She had one assist Monday and hopefully we will be getting even more."
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As Astros manager just one run.
The Astros, wasting one chance after another, did not score until the seventh inning. Garner's RBI single. By then, it was too late.

After a day off today, the best-of-seven series resumes tomorrow in New York with Ron Dar­ ling, 15-6, going for the Mets against Bob Knepper, 17-12, in Game 3.
SMC downs ND in soccer rematch

By JANE SHEA
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary’s soccer team scored its second straight victory on Wednesday defeating Notre Dame, 3-1. The Belles record is now 4-8. The first goal was scored early during the first half by sophomore Ellen Boyle. The Irish came back quickly, though, and scored a goal of their own. At the half, the score was tied 1-1. In the second half, Saint Mary’s was in control and scored two more goals. Boyle scored again with an assist from freshman Molly Meehan. Junior, scored with an assist from freshman Molly Mecham.

"We were nervous at the start of the game," said Head Coach John Akers. "But after the first goal we settled down." said Akers. Saint Mary’s has a home game on Sunday against the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee who is a talented team that beat nationally-ranked Michigan State earlier in the season.

The Belles should be able to keep their momentum going and bring in two more victories.
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Edmonton’s Lee Fogolin checks Philadelphia’s Murray Craven in a game last season. Last night, the Flyers downed the Oilers, 2-1, to face-off the NHL season.

NHL Roundup

Flyers drill Oilers in season opener

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - Peter Zezel scored the game-winning goal at 12:43 of the third period as the Philadelphia Flyers rallied to defeat the Edmonton Oilers, 2-1, and extend their point streak to six games.

Zezel deflected teammate Brad Marsh’s shot off Edmonton goalie Grant Fuhr’s pad and lifted a 20-foot rebound over Fuhr’s head and past a 15-foot rebound to face-off the NHL season.

ECLIPSEWOOD, Calif. - Bernie Galley and rookie Luc Robitaille gave the Los Angeles Kings a 3-2 lead midway through the second period for the Blues.

The Blues broke a 1-1 tie and led, 2-1, after Finnish rookie Christian Ruutu had tied the game, 2-2, for the Blues.

Other Jets goals came from Norm Campbell (77), and Chris Ivorra (80). Campbell, who replaced Dick Connolly due to injury, played well in his place according to O’Sullivan.

The Flyers, who beat the Blues 4-3, won the game. Defenseman Steve Konroyd, obtained from Calgary last March 11, scored his first NHL goal as an Islander on a 45-foot shot from the bottom of the right faceoff circle, sending the puck slamming into out of Fuhr’s glove into the far corner of the net.

The Islanders opened the scoring two minutes into the game when Paul Coffey fired a shot that hit Flyers defenseman Marsh’s skate and deflected to Jari Kurri. Kurri, backhanded the puck past rookie goaltender Ron Hextall on a 20-foot backhand.

Hawks 3, Islanders 2

CHICAGO - Doug Wilson’s 50-foot slapshot late in the second period broke a 1-1 tie and led the Chicago Blackhawks to a 3-2 victory over the New York Islanders.

Steve Larmer’s rebound shot midway through the final period completed the Blackhawks’ scoring.

New York’s Brent Sutter got the final goal of the game with five seconds remaining after the Islanders pulled goalie Billy Smith for an extra attacker.

The Islanders took advantage of a double-minor roughing penalty against Chicago defender Gary Pymund to get the 1st goal just two minutes into the game. Defensemen Steve Konroyd, obtained from Calgary last March 11, scored his first goal as an Islander on a 45-foot slapshot from the left point.

The Blackhawks, during a holding penalty against Sutter, tied it as left wing Curt Fraser, standing behind the net, took a pass from Troy Murray and wrapped the puck around goalie Smith’s legs.

Jets 3, Sabres 2

WINNIPEG, Manitoba - Veteran Laurie Boschman scored at 12:45 of the third period as the Winnipeg Jets opened their NHL season with a 3-2 victory over the Buffalo Sabres.

Boschman tapped in the puck after Buffalo goaltender Tom Barrasso and Boschman were able to knock it past the goal line.

One player exception, however, was with 29 seconds left in the period. He stole the puck from Kings defensemen Jay Wells and lifting a 20-foot backhand past Kings goalie Darren Eliot.

With 29 seconds left in the period, Fedorov scored from the right side of the Kings’ net to lift St. Louis to a 4-3 advantage that stood up.

Hawks 3, Islanders 2

CHICAGO - Doug Wilson’s 50-foot slapshot late in the second period broke a 1-1 tie and led the Chicago Blackhawks to a 3-2 victory over the New York Islanders.

Steve Larmer’s rebound shot midway through the final period completed the Blackhawks’ scoring.

New York’s Brent Sutter got the final goal of the game with five seconds remaining after the Islanders pulled goalie Billy Smith for an extra attacker.

The Islanders took advantage of a double-minor roughing penalty against Chicago defender Gary Pymund to get the 1st goal just two minutes into the game. Defensemen Steve Konroyd, obtained from Calgary last March 11, scored his first goal as an Islander on a 45-foot slapshot from the left point.

The Blackhawks, during a holding penalty against Sutter, tied it as left wing Curt Fraser, standing behind the net, took a pass from Troy Murray and wrapped the puck around goalie Smith’s legs.

Jets 3, Sabres 2

WINNIPEG, Manitoba - Veteran Laurie Boschman scored at 12:45 of the third period as the Winnipeg Jets opened their NHL season with a 3-2 victory over the Buffalo Sabres.

Boschman tapped in the puck after Buffalo goaltender Tom Barrasso and Boschman were able to knock it past the goal line.

The goal came just over a minute after Finnish rookie Christian Ruutu had tied the game, 2-2, for the Blues.

Other Jets goals came from Brian Mullen and Doug Small. Gilbert Perreault scored in the first period for Buffalo.

Fedorov tied the game, 3-3, with his 5th goal of the season at 13:29 of the second period. He stole the puck from Kings defensemen Jay Wells and lifting a 20-foot backhand past Kings goalie Darren Eliot.

With 29 seconds left in the period, Fedorov scored from the right side of the Kings’ net to lift St. Louis to a 4-3 advantage that stood up.

Mark Hunter and Greg Pasziewski also scored in the second period for the Blues.

The Kings had taken a 2-0 lead on goals by Gary Galley and rookie Luc Robitaille. Dave Taylor scored a power-play goal for Los Angeles midway through the second period to give the Kings a 3-2 lead.

Marcel Dionne, second on the NHL all-scoring list, picked up two assists. His first, which came on Robitaille’s goal, gave him 1,600 points in his 16-year career.

Stop by the club this weekend to visit old friends.

FRIDAY: 9 pm - 2 am

SATURDAY: half off the game until 2 am

ND golf team travels to Valparaiso, hopes to ‘pick up where it left off’

By ORLANDO RUBIANO

Sports Writer

The Observer
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By ORLANDO RUBIANO

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame golf team will head into Friday’s Valparaiso University Fall Invitational hoping to pick up where it left off.

Last Monday the Irish won its to own tournament, the Notre Dame Fall Invitational, with rela­
tive ease. The team, led by Doug Giorgio’s medalist performance, played outstanding en route to a 10-stroke cushion over runner­up Detroit in the 18-hole event.

Notre Dame coach Noel O’Sullivan was understandably pleased with the effort shown.

“Each player except one, broke 40 on both the front and back nine holes,” said O’Sullivan.

The principals keeping the vic­
tory were Doug Giorgio (72), Pat Mohan (75), John Connolly (70), and Jesse Bona (80). Campbell, who replaced Dick Connolly due to injury, played well in his place ac­
cording to O’Sullivan.

“Norm did a good job in filling in for Dick Connolly,” said O’Sullivan. “But most important to me is that the team has a good gelling of characters and confi­
dence heading to Valparaiso.”

The Valparaiso tournament, an 18-hole match, will be com­
prised of 10 Indiana schools in­
cluding host Valparaiso. A

notable no-show will be Ball State, which won the Indiana State Golf Championship two weeks ago. Nonetheless O’Sullivan believes his club is very strong, as evidenced by its performance thus far, and should win the trophy in Val­
paraiso.

“I think we’ll win it,” said O’Sullivan. “And it would be nice to win the medalist trophy in the process.

The medalist trophy is pre­
tented to the top individual gol­
fier in tournament play.

While O’Sullivan is not expect­
ing another win this week, he says that he views the golf course, Valparaiso Country Club, as the real obstacle.

“Our main competition should be the course, and not the op­
oponents,” said O’Sullivan. “And with a threat of rain it will be that much more difficult.”

O’Sullivan said that he was not disregarding the talents of the other teams, but that he felt his team is best equipped to win this week. His players will have the chance to prove themselves on the Valpo links this Friday.
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Expires Dec. 1
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NOW RENTING FOR FALL

Completely furnished, balconies, laundry, and off-street parking.

On site management & maintenance, all deluxe features

Move in before October 15th and get ONE MONTH RENT FREE

Office at 361 St. Mary’s Ave

234-6647 Call Anytime
Junior quarterback Terry Andrysiak will line up behind the center Saturday when the Irish football team meets Pittsburgh in Notre Dame Stadium. Andrysiak will start for head coach Lou Holtz' 1-3 Irish team in place of regular Steve Beuerlein, who suffered a concussion in last week's game with Alabama and who was held out of contact in practice this week. More details on Notre Dame's date with the Panthers can be found in the Irish Extra inside.

**ND volleyball puts streak on line**

By BRIAN O'GARA

The Notre Dame volleyball team, in the midst of eight consecutive road games, travels south to Kentucky this weekend to do battle with the University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville.

There, the Irish will seek to add two more wins to their current team record of seven consecutive victories.

The Irish, however, will have a formidable task ahead of them. Friday's opponent, the Wildcats of Kentucky, have handily defeated the Irish in two previous battles, including a 15-0, 15-4, 15-9 defeat in the ACC last season. Notre Dame head coach Art Lambert notes that the Wildcats have become a national contender this season. "Kentucky took Texas to five games before losing, and Texas has been ranked in the top-10 all season," he said. "And of course it's always difficult to play on the road on someone else's floor."

Lambert also expressed satisfaction with his squad's recent fine play at the net, and sees this as a key to continued Irish success.

**New York evens NL playoff series as Ojeda baffles Astros for victory**

By Associated Press

HOUSTON-The pitching pendulum swung to New York last night as Bob Ojeda matched Fierene against the power of Nolan Ryan, pitching the Mets to a 5-1 victory over Houston for a split of the first two games of the National League playoffs.

Forced without a run in support of their ace, Dwight Gooden, in the first game of the playoffs Wednesday night, New York's tablesetters, Len Dykstra and Wally Backman, got the Mets' scoring machine going against Ryan. And the big hitters, Keith Hernandez, Gary Carter and Darryl Strawberry applied the throttle.

Hernandez hit a two-run triple along with a single and scored a run. Carter had an RBI double, and Strawberry drove in a run with a long sacrifice fly. Barkman had two hits, scored twice and drove in a run. And Dykstra had two hits and scored once.

Ojeda, 18-5 during the regular season, allowed 10 hits, struck out five and walked two-baffling and befuddling Houston's hitters with his slow curve, changeup and occasional fastball. He flirted with trouble often, but the Mets kept scoring. See OJEDA, page 12

**A mid-semester review of the world of sports**

As I'm sure no one needs to be reminded, it's midterm season again. With that in mind, it's time to check the pink slips.

The Noth Dame football team-Yes, it's 1-3. On the surface, it looks like the old story of raised hopes and dashed expectations, but that's on the surface. Tough losses to two teams in the top five cloud the picture, and Alabama had two weeks to prepare for the Irish and their new looks. In their last game, Notre Dame played an opponent it should have beaten with ease. Purdue, if it did the losses to Michigan and Alabama mean that the Irish aren't one of the elite teams in the country. Remember, Notre Dame was at rock bottom after last year. The climb has only begun. Give it time. Anyone who has delusions of an unblemished record with this schedule had delusions.

Midterm grade: A

**Dennis Corrigan**

Sports Editor

The Notre Dame volleyball team-The Irish are off to their best start ever with a 1-3 record. Already, they have one more win than last season. Not only that, but Notre Dame has been hammering its opponents. In three games in North Star Conference play, the Irish have outscored the opposition, 1,35-24, winning all three games to take first place. The Irish is currently riding a seven-match win streak, which ties a school record.

Midterm grade: A plus

The Notre Dame soccer team-Another Irish squad that is enjoying one of its best seasons. Notre Dame has found the explosive scorer it missed last season in the person of Tiger McGourty. McGourty, who scored the game-tying goal against Akron Wednesday night for the Irish, has scored 15 goals in five games. In their last outing, the Irish have hung in against some top schools as well as laying on the whipsaw against lesser rivals. With the way things have been going for his squad, Head Coach Dennis Grace should name his newborn son Amazing.

Midterm grade: A

The NFL Instant Replay-Everyone has something to say about this, mainly bad. Ask the Kansas City Chiefs. Miscommunication between the replay official in the booth and the referee on the field cost them a touchdown against the Raiders last weekend. The NFL should use the USFL rule on replays. The coach had to ask for a replay and if the call stood, it cost him a timeout. NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle insists this isn't a solution. Pete, it was a three-dollar league, but its replay system worked better.

Midterm grade: F

The NCAA-Tickets, tickets, who needs tickets? A lot of football players around the country who've had complimentary ticket privileges suspended, that's who. College athletics have more serious problems (see below) than athletes giving away their tickets to people other than family and students. So what if a guy gives his tickets to his girlfriend, as long as no money changes hand.

Midterm grade: D

The Miami Hurricanes-No column would be complete with out mention of everyone's favorite team. You can't call the players without a program, so the hurricanes sent one to the Dade County Police Department. That's how many hurricanes are under investigation for one misdeed or another. And with that schedule, if they don't finish undelicated, Jimmy Johnson is currently riding a seven-match win streak, which ties a school record. See GRADES, page 10

Midterm grade: B

**See grades, page 10**

---

**Read What Notre Dame Reads**

- Quoted on National Television
- Read daily by over 12,000 people
- Cited by sports columnists across America

If ever there was a year to subscribe, this is the year—Father Hesburgh's last, Lou Holtz's first and The Observer's 20th.